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Anlagenbau Günther GmbH well positioned for the future
Important personal changes and investments create a successful start into the year 2020

The company Anlagenbau Günther in Wartenberg-Angersbach is starting the new deca-
de with confidence. A good order situation at the start of the year, important organiza-
tional changes and successful investments into infrastructure let the GÜNTHER manage-
ment look optimistically into the future.

„A major part of the future corporate strategy is the realignment of the management,“ 
CEO Bernhard Günther said. Felix Wohlfahrt, a long-time employee, will strengthen the 
management as commercial managing director in the future. The 35-year-old business 
administration graduate from Lauterbach has already worked in key positions during his 
ten years at the company, latterly as division manager in sales. „Felix Wohlfahrt is very 
well informed about everything that is happening in our company, is firmly connected to 
the region and to our company, so that a close relationship of trust has developed over 
the years,“ Bernhard Günther says.

In future, Bernhard Günther will strengthen his focus as managing director on the tech-
nical components of the company. This area is wide ranged at GÜNTHER, because the 
company offers customer solutions from one source. The mobile and stationary recycling 
machines are manufactured in Wartenberg. The process includes the design and produc-
tion of the machines including electrical engineering to assembling and commissioning.

The Management of Anlagenbau Günther starts into the new year and beyond with a positiv view. 
(f.l.t.r. new commercialmanaging director Felix Wohlfahrt, CEO Bernhard Günther and Andrea Günther)
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In addition to personnel changes, several investments were made to strengthen the 
location. With the expansion of the production hall, an important investment will be 
completed shortly. The production area was expanded by 1125 m² and the storage area 
by 375 m². More space ensures more efficiency for the entire logistics. The processes 
within the final assembly were restructured and rooms were created for technical mee-
tings and training.

GÜNTHER keeps up with the times, looks ahead and makes necessary arrangements in 
time to ensure the best possible position for the future. This way, internal processes are 
regularly examined and, as a result, GÜNTHER starts the 2020s with young managers 
and new ideas. At GÜNTHER, “future” is also associated with digitization. The newly 
introduced ERP system supports all departments in the processing of orders and is the 
basement for a future in „Industry 4.0“.

„Based on these facts, we see ourselves well equipped for the future and look forward 
to future challenges and to continued good work with our team,“ the two managing 
directors Bernhard Günther and Felix Wohlfahrt said.

*****
Anlagenbau Günther GmbH is a medium-sized company with location and production 
in Wartenberg-Angersbach. Overall 130 employees are involved in the production 
and distribution of the recycling machines - mainly screening machines and belonging 
equipment.
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